
TOWN OF LUNENBURG 

STORMWATER TASK FORCE 

MINUTES 

THURSDAY DECEMBER 16, 2021 

7:00PM 

 

1. Roll Call Meeting called to order at 7:03. In attendance was Jack Rabbitt, Paula Bertram, 

Adam Burney and Todd Dwyer, DPW Director Rob Oliver. 

2. Progress Updates For & From Members/a. Roles & Expectations: Stakeholder Inputs from 

Town Management, DPW and Land Use- J Rabbit would like to have a file of presentations for 

meetings for the other members and asked if members want them sent in advance of the 

meetings. Adam answered that there is a SWTF file that he could add them to and be sent out 

with the Agenda. 

Minutes from 11/4/21- Discussion of minutes, though only J Rabbitt received them.. The 

section that A Burney stated that it is up to the SWTF to enforce compliance was 

misunderstood by D Pavone, rather it is to ensure compliance. Discussion on who enforces 

compliance and compliance complaints.  

Motion by P Bertram, seconded by A Burney to accept Minutes, with the change of the word 

enforce to ensure, the vote was unanimous. 

A Burney was to check on the status of the Central Mass Coalition and commented that they 

are meeting, J Rabbitt had attended one of the meetings. Discussion on Lake Shirley Group.     

J. Rabbit told of sitting down with A Burney, R Oliver and H Lemieux and asked what specifics 

are expected of the SWTF for the future compliance.   

3. Task Force Member Input/Discussion of P Bertram Questions Concerns Memo /Discussion 

the Development of an Enterprise Fund-P Bertram talked about her comment of “more than 

compliance”. Engaged a discussion about potential public outreach to get people involved 

identifying what is working and what is not such as equipment.  Make sure they have a system 

that meets all the intents of the MS4. 

Discussion about additional funding, Storm water Utility, or Enterprise fund. J Rabbitt discussed 

some work on pipework near his residence that was rectified by cleaning out and adding stone 

by the DPW.  Someone commented that storm drain pipes in town are deteriorating. J Rabbitt 

questioned what could be done with the budget that they have, and that H Lemieux might have 

a report regarding this that members showed interest in reading for clarity.  A Burney talked 



about other towns that hire people usually one or two to work within the DPW, one 

administrative for collecting data and one person for field work.  

Discussion on funding and fees for compliance and the administrator/operator. J. Rabbit 

recommended tracking of funds through the course of the year.  Discussion of the issuance of 

permits and how they are issued for single residence as opposed to multi housing projects. J 

Rabbit told how H Lemieux recommended having not just an operating fund, but also a 

catastrophic fund, for any major events that would drain the account.  

Discussion on Outfall Maps, identifying the street locations and how to show them on the SWTF 

website. J Rabbitt would like to have a system of measuring the pass/fails of the outfalls. P 

Bertram asked where the data for the monitoring is listed. J Rabbitt recommended doing a 

mailing to abutters of outfalls giving information about location, inspection and what to do if 

there are any concerns. Discussion of a property that had digging near a septic system and 

potentially going into a drain which leads to the nearby lake.  

Discussion on the Storm Water Enterprise Fund and how to get it passed at town meeting. J 

Rabbitt spoke of the Stakeholders and how large the group is. He recommends asking them, in 

regard to addressing Storm water, for what they need in meeting the requirements they 

expect. Discussion on ideas from the members.  

P Bertram commented that the SWTF should identify what they should be working on and 

tackle a list of tasks and meet with the Selectman with that information. A Burney agreed and 

added to get their feedback on the list. J Rabbitt stressed the lack of communication of data 

from other Departments. Discussion followed on how to make that happen.  

P Bertram asked why, as she was told, storm water was not a concern for the ConCom.  Some 

discussion followed questioning the jurisdiction of the ConCom. J Rabbit went over the SWTF 

mission statement and opened that up for discussion and to its current maintaining the status 

of the town’s water bodies among other topics. Todd Dwyer mentioned that climate change is 

affecting the status of water and it’s pertaining to the MS4 and steps to move forward to get 

the Enterprise Fund in motion. Discussion followed on securing the Fund. 

4. Identify Questions and Information That Members Want To Review To Being  

- Identify the budget and tracking the DPW’s time spent on Storm water Projects. Rob will come 

up with a figure.  

- Investigate grants for Mulpus. P Bertram and A Burney will work on that. 

- Current catch water basin cleaning schedule. R Oliver mentioned it will start back up in the 

spring. He stated that they will start on the Lake and work outward. There is no real schedule. 

They get done as needed with the focus on prior cleaning needs. Discussion on a plan for the 

future. P Bertram asked if they track the cleanings and Rob answered that the employees fill 



out forms reporting what was done. Discussion followed on the training of employees, catch 

basin software for future work and measuring the percentage of flow. R Oliver will work on this. 

-R. Oliver was asked if he had a plan on Street Sweeping. He believes recorded keeping should 

be better utilized.  He mentioned that using sand on roads was discontinued. He is limited on 

getting the work done because he only has 1 Sweeper.  

- Section 633 was discussed and how inspections are being done. This will be done by A Burney  

-The only lake identified as being impacted by storm water was Lake Shirley. P Bertram would 

like to look at other water bodies and listed some that she’s seen which need attention. 

Discussion followed.  

- P Bertram gave some history on the Old Dumpsite and the sediment entering the Mulpus. R 

Oliver mentioned all the old drain maps were disposed of years ago. P Bertram commented 

that the DPW sits on the Mulpus. 

- Regarding Dry and wet weather testing R Oliver stated that the catch basin and outflow 

mapping is done with exceptions of unidentified locations, the whole system mapping is due to 

be completed in year 10 (6 yrs from now) but is to be accelerated if funding would come 

available. Discussion followed on grants. 

-P Bertram asked how systems are identified and where they are, for the reason of making sure 

the systems are working. Discussion on the maintenance of ponds outfalls on private 

properties. J Rabbitt questioned the definition of cleaning the systems, questioned grass, 

branches, etc.  

5. Agenda Discussion for the Upcoming Meeting-Meet in January before the February meeting 

with the Selectman 

6. Discussion of the Expansion of Membership -Discussion on the vote to add new members to 

the SWTF. T Dwyer asked if they should talk to local contractors that work around town to be 

asked to join and for H Lemieux to post an opening on the Facebook Town Page.  J Rabbitt 

asked T Dywer to be the spokesman to the Selectman. 

7. Upcoming Meeting Schedule-January 20 

8. Public Comment-Committee-none Public-none 

9. Adjourn-Motion to adjourn at 7:31pm by A Burney, seconded by P Bertram, the vote was 

unanimous. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dawn Pavone, minutes secretary 



 

 


